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Yuukito Ayame

Yuukito Ayame is a player character played by Littlewasp.

Yuukito Ayame

Species & Gender: Minkan Female
Date of Birth: YE 14
Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Star Army Science Officer

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Preferred Plots:

Dungeons and Catgirls1.

Physical Description

Standing at roughly five and a half feet, Yuukito appears taller than she really is, owing to a deceptively
frail and thin physique. Her pale body bears little in the way of curves, with narrow hips and small
breasts. The Minkan's face is similarly thin and frail, with pronounced cheek bones and small lips, giving
her dark, chocolate-brown eyes an unusually large appearance. She wears her hair, coloured an almost
identical dark brown to her eyes, in a short bob hair cut.
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Personality

Almost a reflection of her mousey appearance, Yuukito is outwardly meek and quiet, yet deeply
passionate and emotional. She works almost tirelessly when presented with an interesting obstacle to
overcome, and enjoys to listen more than she likes to speak. She enjoys personal contact and values
private time with friends.

History

Yuukito Ayame was born in YE 14.

Born to a family of scientific proficiency, Yuukito followed in the footsteps of her forebears by pursuing an
academic career. She surprised her family by how she then chose to use her accumulated skills: Joining
with the Star Army of Yamatai, where she was then assigned to Fifth Fleet.

Social Connections

Yamato Ayame - Father
Naynae Ayame - Mother

Skills

Common

Star Army Common Skills

Communications

A long-time area of interest for Yuukito is Linguistics, and was a subject of study for her during her
academic years.

Biology

The inner workings of living creatures, big and small, was an area of study and a current interest for
Yuukito: She is eager to learn more about alien species through direct interaction.
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Chemistry

Though not as strong of an interest for Yuukito, she has also received formal training in the subject of
chemistry.

Inventory & Finance

Yuukito Ayame has the following items:

Five books; four text books and one fiction book.
White gold necklace with synthetic, cobalt-blue jewel pendant.
Standard Issue Items

OOC Information

In the case Littlewasp becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Yuukito Ayame
Character Owner Littlewasp
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Science Officer
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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